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HAPTIC MEDIACULTURE MEETS „DIY“-CONCEPT
Abstract | In this paper, supported by RSF, 18-18-00007, the author explores the phenomenon of mass communication which arises at the crossroad of two aspects of communications: haptic elements of media culture and DIY („do it yourself“). With respect to
haptic culture in the media environment, one can notice the absence of systematic and
thorough research into this form of communication in Aesthetic Studies, even though
McLuhan in his remarkable book „Understanding Media“ demonstrated the importance of haptic culture (TV was described as a „tactile“ media, the metaphors of „hot“
and „cold“ media, and other metaphors of the sensitive aspect of media-consumption
were introduced in this book). The current medialandscape shows the growth of these
forms of communications and one can observe new intuitive ways of how the publics
fill the absence of haptic sensations mentionned above by a „bottom-up“ strategy, via
a production of communication forms which can be described as tactile or kinesthetic
types of haptic culture. It is especially obvious in DIY practices, where, on the one hand,
one can see the development of a „homo faber“ activity (which is a reaction to the
world of industrial replications of everything), and on the other hand (and at the same
time) we observe that the vacancy is filled by haptic (tactile+kinesthetic) expressions in
„mediatized worlds“ (as Krotz, Hepp and others define current communication). From
the philosophy and ontology aspects, these forms of communications demonstrate
“the possibility of a presence-based relationship to the world” (Gumbrecht 2004: xv).
Haptic culture becomes a form of virtual (not-present, not-real) communication while
being at the same time a „present“ or „real“ manifestation of tactility, touch, feeling
and pleasure of muscle and skin sensations. This phenomenon is described in an example of slime-culture („slime-mania“) and its representation in social media (You Tube
channels and Instagram). This paper explores slime-culture as a case and is devoted to
the evolution of haptic mediaculture and its aesthetic parameters in a „McLuhanian“
sense, including Cronenberg’s movie-interpretation („Videodrome“, 1983), and Parisi’s
recent research on haptic culture (2018). The use and gratification approach is fruitful
when studying DIY in a „haptic sense“ (for example: „anti-stress“ qualities of slime production and „virtual consumption“), but the study also focuses on how “technesis” (as
Hansen understands it) appears in slime-maniacs’ activities („alchemy-like“ laboratory,
exchange of technical ideas of slime production, creativity and masterpiece – Simondon’s „technical creativity“ as a sort of “life force” in Bergson’s terminology).
Index terms | do-it-yourself; haptic culture; mediatization; philosophy of technologies;
slime-mania
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LITERATURE REVIEW
Haptic media-culture

1024

In the last “fin-de-siècle”, the ontology of the body was actively questioned and explored
because virtual reality had become a part of everyday life (see: Hayles 1999). The
human-computer interactions stimulated the philosophic analysis of new sensations,
perceptions, physical techniques, aesthetic experiences (Hillis 1999; Manovich 2000;
Hansen 2000; Derrida and Stiegler 2002 etc.). The role of mediatization and its effects
were explored and described (Krotz 2007; Livingstone and Lunt 2014; Hepp 2013).
Haptics in digital culture is explored as a field of interaction between humans and
computers (Hansen 2004; Hansen 2006), where operations are combined with imaging
(“seeing through the hand”). McLuhan’s metaphor of “tactile media” (McLuhan 1964)
is developed as a “primordial tactility” and “extraorizations of the skin” by Hansen,
who also explores the limits of “virtual” and “real” embodiment, continuing Maurice
Merleau-Ponty’s definition of the body as the “vehicle of being in the world” and
applying it to virtual reality (Merleau-Ponty 1962, see Hansen 2000). Later, David
Parisi clarified the research field by extracting the haptic culture (tactile + kinesthetic)
from the Body Culture domain (Parisi 2018). His “Archaeology of Touch” is devoted to
“touch media”, a translation of tactility “into the mediated sensorium” (Ibid., see also
O’Neill 2017). But when speaking of “haptic media-culture” one can come back to a
simple show where spectators watch a tactile or kinesthetic experience and share their
sensations (this is mainly how McLuhan represented his metaphor). In this paper, the
emphasis is set on the concept of the art of producing any actions which can influence
users through media consumption (see, for example, about “sensation videos” hype
– Manon 2018). Here, the research concentrates on media-aesthetic effects (see the
concept of “hyper-aesthetic objects” – Swalwell 2012, Elo 2012).

Do It Yourself in the era of ready-to-use things
The phenomenon of technical activity need was described by Gilbert Simondon
as the “organic part” of mankind civilization (Simondon 1958). Bruno Latour later
extended this thought in his “actor-network theory” (Latour 2005) in philosophic
and worldview perspectives. The central question is: why do people like to make
something with their hands in a world saturated with “consumer-goods”. The review
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This article examines the increasing role of haptic culture across the multimedia
communication field. There have been up to now no detailed investigations on haptic
media-culture, although David Parisi has provided an analysis of the “archaeology of
haptic media”, which was a history of the attempts to mediate haptic sensations (Parisi
2018). In his book, Parisi stated that haptic media studies still do not have their own
“domain” (neither academic journals, nor research schools), even if the importance of
haptics in mankind culture is evident and remarkable. In this article, haptic media-culture
is considered through the lens of the “do it yourself” (DIY) concept. Thus, two different
aspects of haptics are analyzed: (1) the possibility of current information technologies
which open-up new ways of communication exchanges (creating haptic media-culture),
(2) the DIY-interests which are a special field of “homo faber” activity. Combining these
two aspects reveals the ambiguity of the “Virtuality – Reality” opposition. Thus, the
investigation of haptics partly media-exchanges and partly active leisure time can help
us understand some trends of current communication development.
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of different answers as well as the cultural history of DIY is given by Steven Gelber
(Gelber 1997). But now this DIY activity has significantly changed because it is widely
supported by video-sharing participatory culture (on participation see Jenkins 2006
and other works of this researcher; see also about the “social activism” concept in DIY
culture: Hemphill and Leskowitz 2013).
Slime-mania phenomenon
The central topic of this paper is “slime-mania”: millions of people view and like the
videos where so-called “slimes” are produced and played with. This phenomenon has
not been considered yet in the research field. One can find some analytics in massmedia
(Faramarzi 2018).
HOW CAN DIY SLIME-MANIA HELP UNDERSTAND USERS NEEDS
DIY and slimes: aesthesis of haptics
The explanations of the DIY phenomenon mentioned above are not relevant to slimemania.
Although technically very similar to standard cooking, slime production is not related to
food culture: it can only be “consumed” in a “haptic way”: it is “silly putty”, shapeless,
and has non-Newtonian physical properties (i.e. viscosity is stress-dependent). In
thousands of videos, one can watch hands just manipulating it, poking at different
slimes and trying to make them produce special sounds. In further thousands of videos,
people shoot the process of slime-producing: ingredients are mixed, the resulting
mass is kneaded, and then again, the hands of the maker poke the slime, “massage”
and stretch it, demonstrate its properties (and sometimes the maker expresses her
or his delight doing it). How did this manipulation take such a central place in the
communication field? (Google Trends fixed the question “how to make slime” as the
leader of 2017 big data of users’ queries). Analyzing 97 videos (1 million+ views) in the
Russian segment of Internet, we found several characteristics which can help understand
the phenomenon of slime-mania. It is all about haptic aesthetics, when videos provide
a “mediated sensorium” of “pure haptic” activity: slime do not have zoomorphic or
anthropomorphic characteristics which could explain the interest to slimes as similar
to that of “toys”. All the attention of the slime-maker is concentrated on slime haptic
advantages and on the pleasure provided by manipulating it. The different types of
sensations are highly appreciated in slime-culture: a number of product additions
can help makers provide unique properties to each slime. 8 % of all videos represent
experiences of playing with “ready-to-use” industrial slimes; nearly all these videos
(with only 3 exceptions) provide negative evaluations of the ready-made slimes. Thus,
the aesthesis of haptic culture has become important: users represent themselves in
these videos as experts on slime (and comments of spectators confirm the importance
of the evaluation by experts of each slime). The slime-mania considered in this DIY
aspect is part of a “bottom-up” art activity, simultaneously producing its own rules,
creating of new standards, and expectations of slime’s quality.
“Do-It-Yourself” slime: the case of failure
The authors of popular slime-making videos sometimes fail in their task (in 15 % of
the cases, according to the data we have). These failures remain visible to the public:
users watch the videos with “bad results” with the same interest as when they watch
“successful” slime-producing. The activity of users is also reflected in the comments on
such videos: they try to support the slimer and share their experiences and problems
with slime-production. Disappointment and demonstrations by slimer of failed slime
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In “Videodrome”, 1983, David Cronenberg illustrated McLuhan’s “tactile media”
concept as an “atmospheric process”: the spectator could be “involved” in a video-story
and be “hypnotized” by video-images. “Visually-arrested” slime-mania related to the
“#oddlysatisfying” wave in contemporary Internet-communication, can be compared
with Cronenberg’s understanding of McLuhan’s philosophy. “Oddly satisfying” is the
“bottom-up” definition created on Reddit.com and which later then moved-on to the
media-analytic field (Faramarzi 2018).
In Faramarzi’s analysis, one can find the description of “oddly satisfying” videos (rather
than the definition of this phenomenon). As many of “oddly satisfying” videos are
slime-manipulations, it is possible to consider slime-mania in terms of the use and
gratification theory.
The slime-videos from our data with the tag “oddlysatisfying” have some general
characteristics: (1) they show only “natural” sounds of slime under the hands of
the slimmer (no music, no comments); (2) the manipulation is organized according
to three principal actions in a strict order: kneading, stretching, poking (there can
be other actions); (3) users can only see the hands of the slimer, not her or his face.
Thus, “gratification” is related exclusively to the viewing of this manipulation. The
“hypnotizing” nature of these videos probably shed light on the place of tactility and
kinesthetic sensations in everyday life: there is an absence of actions and sensations
of this nature in everyday life and traditional culture, and this absence can be filled
through the “mediated sensorium”. Faramarzi notes (with reference to Kevin Allocca)
that this need of haptic sensations has always existed, but has never been named, and
“oddlysatisfying” is the exact name of this need.
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The aesthesis of this need can be considered in Kant’s terms as a “disinterested
delight”, and the aesthetic characteristics of slime-manipulations request a special
discourse (reflection). It is important that the users themselves produce this “aesthetic
vocabulary” which is a collective creation of “right words” that describe their sensations
and affects (see some notes about discourse of “unsayable” cultural zones: Butler
1993).
CONCLUSIONS
This users’ activity (which is to produce slimes, to play with them, to mediate and share
one’s experience by quite strict structured videos, to consume slimes, to reflect about
this experience using very specific terms and a “new vocabulary”) is considered as
aesthetic “prosumerism”. It evidences the new routes of digital culture: to search, to
point out, and to discover new forms of aesthetic sensations.
“Bottom-up” trends of communication (such as “slime-mania”, the “hype” of 2017–
2018) allow investigations on the public’s intuitive ways of filling vacancies in the
“mediatized sensorium”, bringing to light hidden needs (such as “oddlysatisfying”
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“#oddlysatisfying” culture and slimes-haptic aesthetics
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production, help understand, from one side, the expectations of the slimer and
his or her audience, and from the other side – the function of “ugly aesthetics” in
contemporary communications. In 7 videos (out of 97, about 7 %), liquid slimes were
produced (“Nickelodeon-show-like” green slimes) specially-made for fun, i. e. for the
purpose of playing with this material, and “to slime onto” somebody. In 11 cases,
the purpose of the slimer was to make “a giant slime” (three cases only out of 11
were successful). The “success of failure” in the DIY segment of communication is a
paradoxical phenomenon, and also it proves that slime-mania concentrates around all
haptic sensations (not only pleasant ones).
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actions and new forms of aesthetic experiences). At the same time the production of
slimes (in the context of DIY-culture) can be considered as an “homo faber” process
arising. Here, we can find a conjunction of “anti-stress” functions of slimes: their
production in „alchemy-like“ home-laboratories, exchange of technical ideas of slime
making, discussions on the masterpiece level of each unique case of slime-making.
That is why this meeting of slime-mania and DIY proves Simondon’s idea that „technical
creativity“ is a sort of “life force” in Bergson’s term.
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